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1 Introduction
The soft theorems for the correlation functions of Godstone bosons are the manifestations of
spontaneously broken global symmetries at the level of observables. Perhaps one of the most
well-known examples is the Adler’s zero [1] for the correlation of one soft pion with arbitrary
number of high momentum, or hard, pions [collectively shown by O({ka})]:
lim
q→0
〈piqO({ka})〉 = 0. (1.1)
In recent years several identities of this sort have been found for cosmological correlation
functions, the first one being Maldacena’s consistency condition [2]. Weinberg’s construction
of adiabatic modes in [3] by the action of global coordinate transformations on FRW back-
ground, nicely unifies the recent cosmological identities with the classic results of particle
physics — pions too are generated by the action of spontaneously broken symmetry currents
on vacuum. Each adiabatic mode corresponds to a distinct symmetry and hence a new con-
sistency condition. A complete classification of these adiabatic modes at the linearized level
and the resulting single-soft consistency conditions have been found by Hinterbichler, Hui,
and Khoury [4] (some earlier works include [5–8]).
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However, the correlation functions also contain the information about the current al-
gebra, i.e. the commutators of symmetry currents. These are seen in the double soft limits
of correlation functions, where there are two Goldstone bosons with momenta much softer
than the other modes [9, 10]. By measuring them one can experimentally determine the
structure of the spontaneously broken symmetry group. Similar identities should also exist
for cosmological correlations and the purpose of this note is to derive those. Since we are
now dealing with a superposition of two soft modes, a way to obtain double-soft identities is
to construct adiabatic modes at second order. We present a systematic way of extending the
construction of Hinterbichler et al. to second order, though we were unable to find a closed
form solution. The explicit construction can be done rather easily for uniform and gradient
scalar modes, as was recently realized in [11] in the context of CMB observables, and will be
carried out in detail.
In the following we first give a brief introduction to the Weinberg’s adiabatic modes.
Then we use the background field method to rederive the infinite set of single-soft identities
of Hinterbichler et al. We next generalize it to derive double soft identities, and make a
few checks. In appendix C, the 1PI approach of [12] is generalized to give an independent
derivation based on symmetries of the wavefunction of the Universe.
2 Adiabatic modes at linear order
Weinberg uses a trick to find long-wavelength linearized solutions of the cosmological per-
turbation theory without actually solving the full system of equations. As will be seen, the
knowledge of the time-dependence of these solutions is not needed for deriving equal time
soft theorems. Nevertheless, the construction is very useful to understand the connection
between the adiabatic modes and the global symmetries which lead to the soft theorems.
The trick consists of three steps:
i Fixing the gauge, for instance the Newtonian gauge, where the linearized metric looks like
ds2 = (1 + 2Φ)dt2 − a2(t)[(1− 2Ψ)δij + 2Dij ]dxidxj . (2.1)
This completely fixes the reparametrization freedom at finite wavelength. There are still
global (non-vanishing at spatial infinity) coordinate transformations which preserve the
gauge condition, e.g.
t→ t+ (t), xi → (δij + ωij)xj , ωij = const. (2.2)
ii Except for translations and rotations, applying these to FRW background excites metric
perturbations:
Φ = ˙, Ψ = −1
3
ωii −H, Dij = ωij −
1
3
δijω
k
k , (2.3)
where H = a˙/a and dot denotes d/dt. So one obtains a family of (trivial) infinite
wavelength solutions to the equations of motion.
iii The physical adiabatic modes are identified as the subfamily of solutions that can be
deformed to finite wavelength.
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The third requirement is always satisfied for the tensor modes since their equation of
motion contains terms with only time-derivative and no spatial derivative. Making wave-
length finite amounts to small non-zero spatial derivative which leads to a small correction to
the time-dependence. The scalars, however, need to satisfy some constraint equations which
have overall spatial derivative. They are non-trivial only at finite wavelength. To satisfy
the constraints at large but finite wavelength Weinberg requires a stronger version of them
to be satisfied: the same equation with the overall spatial derivative removed. This implies
(assuming zero anisotropic stress)
Φ = Ψ. (2.4)
The solutions are characterized by two constants {C1, C2}
ωii = 3C1, (t) =
C1
a(t)
∫ t
a(t′)dt′ +
C2
a(t)
. (2.5)
2.1 Classification of linear adiabatic modes
A full classification of adiabatic modes was obtained by Hinterbichler et al. [4] who generalized
the above procedure in the comoving (or ζ) gauge, used in the calculation of non-Gaussianities
in [2]. In this gauge, one uses the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner parameterization of the metric:
ds2 = N2dt2 − hij(dxi +N idt)(dxj +N jdt), (2.6)
with the spatial metric factorized as
hij = a
2e2ζ (eγ)ij , γii = 0. (2.7)
To fix the gauge one may set ∂jγij = 0, and choose time hyper-surfaces such that the inflaton
field φ(t) be unperturbed. Analogous to the Newtonian gauge fixing, this completely fixes
the gauge at non-zero momentum. Inflationary correlations are usually expressed in terms
of ζ and γij because they remain conserved at super-horizon scales.
To find adiabatic modes one asks what are the global transformations that preserve
the gauge conditions but perturb the background metric. To keep inflaton field unperturbed
(which is our gauge condition) time-diffeomorphisms must be uniform: t→ t+(t). Applying
spatial diffeomorphisms xi → xi + ξi(t, x) on FRW background produces
δγij = ∂iξj + ∂jξi − 2
3
δij∂kξ
k, (2.8)
where the indices are lowered by δij . The transversality condition implies
∇2ξi + 1
3
∂i∂jξ
j = 0. (2.9)
If instead of vacuum the spatial diffeomorphism is applied in the presence of tensor modes,
there will be corrections of order γij to this formula [4]. They will be extensively discussed
later.
Except for translations, rotations, and constant time shifts the above diffeomorphisms
perturb the FRW background and lead to a family of trivial linear solutions. To find physical
solutions, we should be able to extend the perturbations to finite wavelength. This forces
(t) = 0 since a non-zero value leads to δφ = φ˙ and makes φ inhomogeneous once extended
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to finite wavelength. So we are left with possibly time-dependent spatial diffeomorphisms
which in addition to (2.8) generate
δζ =
1
3
∂iξ
i, δN i = ξ˙i, δN = 0. (2.10)
As before the constraint equations select only a subset of these solutions as physical ones;
they uniquely fix the time-dependence of ξi(t) given its value at some t0. Therefore, the
classification of adiabatic modes reduces to the classification of the spatial-dependence of
diffeomorphisms that satisfy (2.9) on a single time-slice. This can be organized in a Taylor
expansion in x as in [4], with Weinberg’s original adiabatic modes corresponding to the O(x)
term.1 This spatial-dependence, and the fact that adiabatic modes can be approximated by
a linear combination of growing modes in attractor scenarios are sufficient for the purpose of
deriving soft limits in equal-time correlators of ζ and γ, since according to (2.8) and (2.10)
the spatial-dependence of ξ fully determines δζ and δγ at a fixed time. In fact, the exist-
ing derivations of consistency conditions never need to use the actual time-dependence of
the ξ(t).2
3 Single soft consistency conditions
In this section we rederive single soft consistency conditions of [4] using the background field
method and in the next section generalize it to the double soft case. The underlying idea
is that correlation functions with one or several soft modes contain information about the
way hard modes evolve in the background of the soft modes. Certain combinations of the
soft modes — the adiabatic modes — are locally equivalent to a coordinate transformation.
Hence their correlations with hard modes should be expressible in terms of correlations just
of the hard modes but evaluated at new coordinates.
3.1 Cauchy formulation of inflationary correlation functions
Consider an equal-time expectation value at η ' 0, involving a field ζ of momentum q and
several other fields with momenta {ka} collectively shown by O
〈ζqO({ka})〉 . (3.1)
Here and in the following we drop the time-argument if it is η = 0. This correlation can be
calculated perturbatively in the interaction picture [13]
〈
0|U † ζIqOI({ka})U|0
〉
, U = T
{
exp
(
−i
∫ 0
−∞(1+i)
HIdη
)}
, (3.2)
where the i rotation of the integration contour is responsible for projecting the free vacuum
|0〉 onto the interacting vacuum. It is useful to insert 1 = UU † in the above expression,
following [14], 〈
0|U † ζIqUU †OI({ka})U|0
〉
, (3.3)
1The decaying mode C2 is absent in this gauge as argued in appendix A.
2Note however that the time-dependence we derive in appendix A disagrees with the one obtained in [4].
Fortunately, this is inconsequential for the consistency conditions.
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Figure 1. A tree diagram.
and regard it as a late time correlation between two Heisenberg picture operators, each being
perturbatively evolved in time. One cannot rotate the contour of the intermediate U and
U †, therefore the condition that interactions die off as η → −∞ must be explicitly imposed
to project onto the interacting vacuum.
Each operator is solved in powers of the freely evolving ζI fields. This can be thought
of as solving an initial value problem where in the far past all modes are in vacuum and
free. In time, these initial ζI fields combine through interactions to give the Heisenberg
fields. At leading order, the operators in the two pictures simply coincide, e.g. ζ(q, η) =
ζI(q, η) + O(ζI2). When calculating the correlation functions perturbatively, one contracts
the interaction picture fields, which have Gaussian statistics:〈
ζIk1(η1)ζ
I
k2(η2)
〉
= fk1(η1)f
∗
k2(η2)(2pi)
3δ3(k1 + k2). (3.4)
fk(η) is the positive frequency solution of the linearized equation of motion and is given in
de Sitter space by
f
(dS)
k (η) =
H√
2Mplk3/2
(1 + ikη)e−ikη. (3.5)
The late-time scalar power spectrum is given by P(k) = |fk(0)|2.
Inserting UU † between all fields involved in the correlation function, allows a simple
diagrammatic representation of the perturbation series. The freely evolving ζI as well as
retarded Green’s functions are shown by lines, monomials in HI are represented by vertices,
and each contraction (3.4) of a pair of ζI by a dot. The external lines cannot be connected
without going through a dot (contraction), and each dot is connected to external lines from
both sides. The flow of time is depicted by augmenting lines with arrows, which consequently
change direction at each contraction. The total incoming momentum equals the total outgo-
ing momentum at each vertex. An example of a tree-level diagram — one in which all the
internal momenta are uniquely determined in terms of the external momenta — is shown in
figure 1.
It will be useful to derive a relation among the number of external lines E, the number
of contractions C, and the number of loops L. By counting the total number of momentum
conservation delta-functions and subtracting one accounting for the overall conservation,
we get
L = I −
∑
V
nV − C + 1, (3.6)
where I is the number of internal lines, and nV is the number of vertices of type V in a given
diagram. At one end of each external line and both ends of internal lines there is a vertex or
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Figure 2. Single soft diagrams with the soft mode (a) evolving freely, and (b) arising from a cubic
interaction. Except for the one soft line entering the gray blob in (a), it consists entirely of hard
modes at tree-level.
a contraction, hence
E + 2I =
∑
V
nV dV + 2C, (3.7)
where dV is the degree of vertex V (its number of legs). In addition, to these standard
relations the initial value formulation implies another relation among C, V , and E. In the
time-evolution leading to an external line each time there is an interaction of type V , the
number of initial fields is increased by dV − 2. The initial fields are paired in contractions,
therefore
E +
∑
V
nV (dV − 2) = 2C. (3.8)
Combining (3.6)–(3.8) gives
C = E + L− 1. (3.9)
3.2 Single soft limit
Now suppose the magnitude of q in (3.1) is much smaller than that of all other momenta
{ka} and all their (non-inclusive) partial sums. Then the correlation function approximately
describes time-evolution of short modes in the background of the long mode because
(I) At tree-level the main contribution to (3.1) comes from a freely evolved ζq(η) = ζ
I
q(η).
This corresponds to diagrams of the type shown in figure 2a and contain a factor of
P(q). Since the total number of contractions is fixed to C = E−1 at tree-level, in other
tree-level contributions such as the one in figure 2b this is replaced by P(p) where p
is either a hard external momentum or an internal one. Therefore they are suppressed
by P(p)/P(q) ' q3/p3  1.3 Therefore, when evolving O in time to calculate the
expectation value (3.1), we can consider only those terms in the perturbative expansion
that contain ζIq(η) as initial condition.
3When p is an internal momentum the condition p q is guaranteed by the fact that all internal momenta
in a tree diagram are given by partial sums of the external momenta, together with the assumption that all
partial sums of {ka} are much greater than q in magnitude.
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(II) ζIq(η) acts as a classical background for the evolution of hard modes. This is because
until long after the horizon-crossing time of this mode at −qη ∼ 1 all hard modes are
deep inside the horizon and have a very high frequency k/a H. Therefore, by energy
conservation they cannot be excited and correlated with the soft mode [15]. Later,
when the hard modes redshift and exit the horizon the soft mode is far outside the
horizon and approximately classical, since it is dominated by the growing mode:
fq(η) ' f∗q (η) ' Refq(η), for − qη  1. (3.10)
The value of the field at one time-slice determines its entire super-horizon history.
Therefore, ζIq(η) can be treated as a background field in which the hard modes evolve.
4
Since in (3.1) we are correlating O with a single linearly evolved ζq, this correlation
function contains information about the linear response of O to the background field. So we
can factor out P(q) and define
δ
δζq
〈O({ka})〉ζbg ≡
1
P(q) 〈ζqO({ka})〉+O
(P(k)
P(q)
)
. (3.11)
The above formula can be used to see how the short modes evolve and correlate on a given
background. For adiabatic modes, this background is locally equivalent to the action of a
diffeomorphism x→ x+ ξ on vacuum. Hence the same correlation function is given by the
Fourier transform of 〈O({xa + ξa})〉, in the absence of the background field. As argued in
the previous section, once the late-time spatial profile of the soft mode is generated by a
spatial diffeomorphism, there is a unique growing adiabatic solution with the same late-time
profile.
3.3 The infinite set of single soft consistency conditions
Let us see how this works in practice. Under a spatial diffeomorphism ζ changes according to
δζ =
1
3
∂iξ
i + ξi∂iζ + · · · (3.12)
where dots represent O(γij) corrections and correspond to the fact that ζ is not a true scalar
(see appendix B for the explicit form of the corrections). In [4] the field-independent part of
large spatial diffeomorphisms were classified in a Taylor expansion
ξi =
∞∑
n=0
ξin =
∞∑
n=0
1
(n+ 1)!
Mi`0···`nx
`0 · · ·x`n , (3.13)
where the index is lowered by δij and Mi`0···`n is a constant matrix which is symmetric in its
last n + 1 indices. This diffeomorphism produces a traceless δγij component (2.8), and in
order to preserve the transversality condition of the tensor part equation (2.9) implies
Mi```2···`n = −
1
3
M`i``2···`n , for n ≥ 1. (3.14)
4At linear level the momentum conjugate to ζq is Πq ' −2M2plH˙a3ζ˙q/c2sH2. Long after horizon crossing
ζ˙q ' −Hc2sq2η2ζq, and the field is classical because 〈ζqΠq′〉 = (1/2csqη)(2pi)3δ3(q + q′) is much larger than
[ζq,Πq′ ] = i(2pi)
3δ3(q + q′).
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Substituting (3.13) in (3.12) and Fourier transforming results in
δζ
(n)
k =
δij
3
DijL,n(k)
(
(2pi)3δ3(k)
)
+DR,n(k)ζk + · · · (3.15)
where
DijL,n(k) =
(−i)n
n!
Mij`1···`n
∂n
∂k`1 · · · ∂k`n
DR,n(k) =− (−i)
n
(n+ 1)!
Mi`0···`n
∂n+1
∂k`0 · · · ∂k`n
ki.
(3.16)
Except for the uniform and the gradient mode all other adiabatic modes include soft tensor
modes as well as scalars, which can easily be incorporated in the formalism. Substitut-
ing (3.13) in (2.8) and going to Fourier space yields
δγijk =
(
δikδjl + δilδjk − 2
3
δijδkl
)
DklL,n(k)
(
(2pi)3δ3(k)
)
+ · · · (3.17)
where the indices are raised by δij . The DijL,n term in (3.15) and (3.17) is the Fourier
transform of the background adiabatic mode. To compute how the adiabatic mode affects
the correlation of the short modes we start by writing
δ 〈O({ka})〉 =
(
δζq
δ
δζq
〈O({ka})〉ζbg + δγijq
δ
δγijq
〈O({ka})〉γbg
)
. (3.18)
Equations (3.15) and (3.17) can be used to compute δζq and δγ
ij
q . We use equation (3.11)
and the analog for the derivative with respect to the tensor modes to get:5
lim
q→0
DijL,n(q)
(
δij
3Pζ(q) 〈ζqO({ka})〉+
1
Pγ(q)
〈
γijq O({ka})
〉)
= δ 〈O({ka})〉 . (3.19)
On the other hand δ 〈O〉 can be obtained by applying the coordinate transformation to O.
If O is a product of N true 3d scalars (such as Ricci scalar) at positions {xa}, the r.h.s. will
be given by summing over the individual shifts ξi(xa)∂xia 〈O〉, or in Fourier space
δ 〈O({ka})〉 =
N∑
b=1
DR,n(kb) 〈O({ka})〉 . (3.20)
As explained in [4], and reviewed in appendix B, when γij 6= 0 the gauge-preserving ξ has
to be modified. The correction can be expanded in powers of γij and will modify (3.20) by
adding N + 1 and higher-point correlation functions containing γij . These are expected to
be slow-roll suppressed.
In contrast, if O is made of a product of N hard ζ or γij modes the O(γij) corrections
have to be kept because they induce linear corrections in δζ and δγij . Their effect is to replace
hard scalar or tensor modes with other hard tensor modes, so even if O does not contain any
hard tensor modes they will appear on the r.h.s., starting from N th order. Replacing ζ with
5Note that contraction with γij in the first line automatically projects out the trace of DijL,n.
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γ naively suppresses the correlation function by a factor of Pγ/Pζ ∼ , however the effect
cannot be neglected if the present terms on the r.h.s. are also slow-roll suppressed. Although
we never use the explicit form of these terms let us introduce a more compact notation to
include those. Denote all fields by various components of ϕα (so α runs over ζ and different
components of γij). Ignoring corrections of order N + 1 and higher, we can write
lim
q→0
DαL,n(q)
1
Pα(q)
〈
ϕαqO({αa,ka})
〉
=
N∑
b=1
DαbβR,n(kb) 〈O({αa,ka}αb→β)〉 , (3.21)
where repeated α, β indices are summed over. The linear operator DαβR,n is asymmetric since
δζk includes γ
ij
k , but not vice versa. The above formula also holds for primed correlation
functions with momentum conservation delta functions stripped off except that in the case of
dilatation
∑
aDR(ka)→ −3+
∑
aDR(ka), as explained in [4, 12] and reviewed in appendix D.
For alternative derivations see [16, 17], and appendix C, where 1PI derivation for general n
is provided. Some non-trivial checks of the identities can be found in [18].
Note finally that the correction terms on the r.h.s. of (3.11) eventually becomes impor-
tant, for instance at order q3 in a quasi-de Sitter phase. They correspond to the process
where several short modes whose momenta nearly cancel combine into a long wavelength
mode. Since this is a physical process involving locally observable short modes, these terms
are expected to cancel when projecting onto the adiabatic modes on the l.h.s. of (3.19). The
explicit calculation of [18] confirms this expectation.
3.4 A comment on counting adiabatic modes
Imposing the extra requirement that the traceless part of the adiabatic mode be transverse
to the soft momentum q, it was argued in [4] that there are 3 identities at n = 0, 7 at
n = 1, and 6 for each n > 1. While this is the right counting for the number of identities
once q is fixed, we think it does not apply to the total number of degrees of freedom in
adiabatic modes. For the latter counting, the condition that one really needs to impose is
that the traceless part can be approximated by a linear combination of transverse-traceless
modes. Let us consider the simplest case of a constant symmetric traceless Mi`0 . This has 5
independent components which can always be locally approximated by the superposition of
5 long wavelength transverse modes along 3 different directions. While in each term of the
sum the polarization tensor is transverse (has zero determinant) the sum has in general a
non-zero determinant and therefore is not transverse to any q.
The transversality condition (3.14) is sufficient to ensure that the traceless part (δγij)
can be written as a superposition of long-wavelength transverse-traceless modes, for all n ≥ 1.
It implies the following counting of the degrees of freedom in adiabatic modes6
#M = 6, at n = 0
#M =
3
2
(n+ 3)(n+ 2)− 3
2
(n+ 1)n, at n ≥ 1.
(3.22)
6The n ≥ 1 formula is derived using the facts that Mi`0···`n has 3
(
n+3
2
)
independent components (3
possibilities for i and
(
n+3
2
)
for the number of ways to partition the last n + 1 symmetric indices into three
bins 1, 2, 3), and by a similar counting there are 3
(
n+1
2
)
independent constraints in (3.14).
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This resolves the discrepancy encountered in [4] between the number of adiabatic modes and
the number of redundancies in the Taylor expansion of the spatial metric:
hij =
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
Hij`1···`nx
`1 · · ·x`n , (3.23)
where Hij`1···`n is a constant matrix symmetric both in its first two and last n indices. For
linear perturbations hij = (1 + 2ζ)δij + γij and the transversality of γij implies
Hi```2···`n =
1
3
H``i`2···`n . (3.24)
The number of independent degrees of freedom in H at nth order is
#H = 3(n+ 2)(n+ 1)− 3
2
(n+ 1)n. (3.25)
So, at n = 0 there are equal number of 6 degrees of freedom in H and in M . At n ≥ 1
#H −#M = 3
2
(n2 + n− 2), (3.26)
which gives respectively 0, 6, 15 at n = 1, 2, 3, in agreement with the independent components
of 3d Riemann tensor and its derivatives.
4 Double soft limit
To derive double soft limits the evolution of short wavelength modes O({ka}) in the back-
ground of two long wavelength modes should be related to〈
ζq1ζq2O({ka})
〉
. (4.1)
Going to the interaction picture and inserting 1 = UU † in between operators, we see that
this time the dominant tree-level contributions are of two types. The first type is shown in
figure 3. The two long modes freely evolve and freeze out when the short modes are deep
inside the horizon, and the short modes evolve in the classical background of the long modes.
The new contributions, which are demonstrated in figure 4, involve a three-point interaction
among three long-wavelength modes {q1, q2, q3 = |q1 +q2|} before they freeze out. The short
modes subsequently evolve in the background of the long mode ζIq3(η). To obtain double soft
relations one needs to isolate the first contribution by subtracting the second
δ2
δζq1δζq2
〈O〉ζbg ≡
1
P(q1)P(q2)
(〈
ζq1ζq2O({ka})
〉− 〈ζq1ζq2ζ−q3〉′P(q3) 〈ζq3O({ka})〉
)
, (4.2)
where q3 = q1 + q2, and prime denotes the absence of momentum delta function. To bring
the second contribution to the above form we have used the approximation
GRq (η2, η1) =
i
2
(fq(η2)f
∗
q (η1)− c.c.) ' GRq (0, η1)
fq(η2)
fq(0)
for − qη2  1, η2
η1
 1,
(4.3)
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Figure 3. The double soft diagram corresponding to the evolution of the hard modes in the back-
ground of two soft modes.
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Figure 4. Double soft diagrams with a cubic interactions among the soft modes. The hard modes
evolve in the background of a single soft mode q3 = |q1 + q2|.
for the Green’s function of the mode q3 in diagram 4c where it evolves from the first interaction
at η1 ∼ −1/q to the time relevant for the short modes η2 ∼ −1/k. This is valid because of
the late time classicality (3.10) discussed above.
On the other side of the consistency condition, where the correlation function 〈O〉 is
evaluated at the displaced position, now we should apply a second order transformation
x→ x+ ξ(1) + ξ(2) and keep terms of second order in ξ(1). (For simplicity we are assuming
that O is a scalar.) Transforming to the Fourier space,
〈O({xa + ξa})〉 =
∫
{ka}
ei
∑
a ka·(xa+ξa) 〈O({ka})〉 , (4.4)
and keeping only the second order terms we get
δ 〈O({xa+ξa})〉(2) =
∫
{ka}
ei
∑
a ka·x
−1
2
∑
a,b
(ka · ξ(1))(ka · ξ(1))+i
∑
a
(ka · ξ(2))
〈O({ka})〉 ,
(4.5)
where
∫
k =
∫
d3ka
(2pi)3
. Given the spatial profile of ξ this expression turns into the inverse
Fourier transform of a differential operator acting on 〈O({ka})〉.
4.1 Adiabatic modes at second order
As we saw, in order to classify adiabatic modes it is sufficient to classify spatial diffeomor-
phisms which preserve the gauge. Here we do it to second order. Suppose a spatial diffeo-
morphism ξ = ξ(1) + ξ(2) with ξ(1) satisfying the transversality condition (2.9) is applied to
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the metric (2.7):
e2ζ(x)+2δζ(x)eγ(x)+δγ(x) = e2ζ(x+ξ)(1 +∇ξ)eγ(x+ξ)(1 +∇ξ)T (4.6)
where we have introduced matrix notation. At linear order in ξ(1) and zeroth order in γ this
generates perturbations
δζ(1) = (∇ξ(1))ζ , δγ(1) = (∇ξ(1))γ , (4.7)
where the subscript ζ, γ are defined as (A)γ = A + A
T − 231 trA and (A)ζ = 13 trA. At
second order in ξ(1), we have
δζ(2) =
[
∇ξ(2) + 1
2
∇ξ(1)(∇ξ(1))T − 1
4
δγ(1)δγ(1)
]
ζ
− δζ(1)2
δγ(2) =
[
∇ξ(2) + 1
2
∇ξ(1)(∇ξ(1))T − 1
4
δγ(1)δγ(1) − δζ(1)δγ(1)
]
γ
.
(4.8)
The gauge condition ∂iγ
(2)
ij = 0, now puts a constraint on ξ
(2) which is the second order
analog of (2.9):
∇ · (∇ξ(2))γ = −∇ ·
[
1
2
∇ξ(1)(∇ξ(1))T − 1
4
δγ(1)δγ(1) − δζ(1)δγ(1)
]
γ
. (4.9)
The solutions can again be organized in a Taylor expansion
ξ(2) =
∞∑
n=0
ξ(2)n =
∞∑
n=0
1
(n+ 1)!
N `0···`nx
`0 · · ·x`n , (4.10)
whereN is a vector-valued matrix. For any superposition of linear adiabatic modes of degrees
n and m (i.e. ξ(1) = ξ
(1)
n +ξ
(1)
m ), equation (4.9) results in an analog of the trace condition (3.14)
on ξ
(2)
n+m. Once the solution is found the corresponding double soft consistency condition
follows. We were unable to find closed form solutions except when ξ(1) consists of dilatation
or special conformal transformation-the only adiabatic modes without a tensor component.
However, before considering those explicit examples let us make some general comments:
• The solution exists for each n and m because the diagonal element Niii`2···`n+m (no
summation on i) appears only in the ith component of (4.9).
• The solution is unique modulo addition of new linearized adiabatic modes, for if ξ(2)
and ξ˜
(2)
both satisfy the same equation (4.9), the difference ξ(2) − ξ˜(2) satisfies the
homogeneous version (2.9) and hence is the generator of a first order adiabatic mode.
(See Case II below.)
• The second order δζ(2) and δγ(2) are generically non-zero. In this case the evolution
of the hard modes in the background of two first-order soft modes plus a second order
soft mode is equivalent to the action of a second order diffeomorphism. (See Cases II
and III below.)7
7That δζ(2) and δγ(2) can be written as a linear combination of growing modes is guaranteed by the same
property of the linear solution.
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• There are O(γ) corrections to ξ(2) analogous to the ones encountered in single-soft
analysis. They contribute to the r.h.s. of consistency relations. We will comment more
on them in appendix B.
The general form of the double-soft identities is therefore
lim
q1,q2→0
Dβ1L,n(q1)Dβ2L,m(q2)
δ2
δϕβ1q1δϕ
β2
q2
〈O〉ϕbg + limq→0D
β
L,[n,m](q)
δ
δϕβq
〈O〉ϕbg = δ 〈O〉
(2)
(4.11)
where DL,[n,m] generates the second order soft modes δζ
(2) and δγ(2) whose explicit form
for n,m = 0, 1 will be derived below. In appendix C we rederive this equation from the
symmetries of 1PI generating function. There the second order transformation is directly
connected to the combination of two first order transformations.
4.2 The first three identities
In this section we explicitly work out the double soft identities corresponding to the super-
position of two uniform, a uniform and a gradient, and two gradient modes.
Case I) Two uniform modes δζ(1) = c with c = c1 + c2: it is easy to construct the all-order
diffeomorphism corresponding to the uniform adiabatic mode δζ = c by rescaling
xi → xiec. Expanding to second order, we get
ξ(1) = cx, ξ(2) =
1
2
c2x. (4.12)
The effect of these uniform modes on the expectation value of the short modes can
be obtained by multiplying (4.2) by c1c2 and taking the limit q1,2 → 0. This should
equal the mixed c1c2 term arising from the Fourier transform of (4.5), giving
1
P(q1)P(q2)
(〈
ζq1ζq2O({ka})
〉− 〈ζq1ζq2ζ−q3〉′P(q3) 〈ζq3O({ka})〉
)
=
(
3N +
∑
a
kia
∂
∂kia
)2
〈O({ka})〉 .
(4.13)
As shown in appendix D double soft identities also hold for primed correlation
functions, with momentum delta functions stripped off, except that in the case of
dilatation N → N − 1 on the r.h.s.
Case II) A uniform mode and a gradient mode δζ(1) = c + b · x: an adiabatic mode that
has this form at linearized level can be easily constructed by a special conformal
transformation x → x + b · xx − 12bx2 followed by a uniform rescaling. The first
and second order spatial diffeomorphisms are therefore
ξ(1) = cx+ b · xx− 1
2
bx2, (4.14)
ξ(2) = 2c
(
b · xx− 1
2
bx2
)
. (4.15)
This will generate:
δζ = c+ b · x+ cb · x. (4.16)
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Substituting (4.14) and (4.15) in (4.5) and keeping the term proportional to cb
gives the r.h.s. of the consistency condition. As for the l.h.s. one should also take
into account the second order background field δζ(2) = cb ·x which is a single soft
mode. Therefore
cbi
∂
∂qi2
1
P(q1)P(q2)
(〈
ζq1ζq2O({ka})
〉− 〈ζq1ζq2ζ−q3〉′P(q3) 〈ζq3O({ka})〉
)
+ cbi
∂
∂qi
1
P(q) 〈ζqO({ka})〉
=
1
2
M
(c)
i`0
M
(b)
j`1`2
(
N∑
a=1
∂
∂k`0a
kia
)(
N∑
b=1
∂2
∂k`1b ∂k
`2
b
kib
)
〈O({ka})〉
(4.17)
where derivatives act on everything to their right, and we have used the notation
of previous section to express ξ in terms of the following matrices:
M
(c)
i`0
= cδi`0 , M
(b)
i`0`1
= (δi`0b`1 + δi`1b`0 − δ`0`1bi). (4.18)
Alternatively, we could construct the superposition of a uniform mode and a
gradient by first rescaling and then performing special conformal transformation.
There wouldn’t be any second order field in this case: δζ = c+ b · x. However the
second order diffeomorphism (4.15) would also change ξ(2) → ξ(2)/2. This agrees
with our general expectation: the difference between two solutions for ξ(2) is a the
generator of a linear adiabatic mode (in this case a gradient mode). The resulting
double soft relation is equivalent to the one obtained above if we use the single
soft relation for a gradient mode to express the last term on the l.h.s. of (4.17) in
terms of derivatives of 〈O({ka})〉 and take it to the r.h.s.
Case III) Two gradient modes δζ(1) = b·x, with b = b1+b2: let us apply the diffeomorphism
ξ = b · xx− 1
2
bx2 + ξ(2), (4.19)
and determine ξ(2) by requiring ∇ · γ(2) = 0. There exist a solution with γ(2) = 0
given by
ξ(2) = (b · x)2x− 1
4
b2x2x− 1
2
bb · xx2 = 1
3!
N
(b2)
`0`1`2
x`0x`1x`2 . (4.20)
However, there will be a non-zero ζ(2):
δζ = b · x+ 1
2
(b · x)2 − 1
4
b2x2. (4.21)
(This second order piece has been derived in [11] by requiring the gradient mode
not to have any effect on CMB observables to second order in b.) Hence the double
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soft consistency condition reads
4bi1b
j
2
∂2
∂qi1∂q
j
2
1
P(q1)P(q2)
(〈
ζq1ζq2O({ka})
〉− 〈ζq1ζq2ζ−q3〉′P(q3) 〈ζq3O({ka})〉
)
+ 4
(
bi1b
j
2 −
1
2
δijb1 · b2
)
∂2
∂qi∂qj
1
P(q) 〈ζqO({ka})〉 =−M (b1)i`0`1M (b2)j`2`3 N∑
a,b=1
∂2
∂k`0a ∂k
`1
a
∂2
∂k`2b ∂k
`3
b
kiak
j
b +
2
3
N
(b1b2)
i`0`1`2
N∑
a=1
∂3
∂k`0a ∂k
`1
a ∂ka`2
kia

· 〈O({ka})〉 . (4.22)
In the next section a check for each of the above consistency conditions is provided.
5 Checks of the double soft identities
Perhaps the most non-trivial and still affordable test of the above double soft limits involves
the inflationary scalar 4-point function due to the exchange of a graviton [19]. We leave this
for future work. Here we present a number of rather trivial tests that the above relations
pass. (See [18] for recent checks of single soft identities.)
Two uniform modes. In case where q1  q2 the double soft limit should follow from
applying twice the single soft relation:
lim
q2→0
lim
q1→0
1
P(q1)P(q2)
〈
ζq1ζq2O({ka})
〉
= − lim
q2→0
1
P(q2)
(
3(N + 1) + qi2
∂
∂qi2
+
N∑
a=1
kia
∂
∂kia
)〈
ζq2O({ka})
〉
=
(
ns − 1 + 3N +
N∑
a=1
kia
∂
∂kia
)(
3N +
N∑
b=1
kib
∂
∂kib
)
〈O({ka})〉
(5.1)
which agrees with (4.13) in the same limit.
A uniform and a gradient mode. If the momentum q1 of the uniform mode is much
less than the momentum q2 of the gradient mode, the double soft limit should again follow
from the application of two single soft limits
lim
q2→0
lim
q1→0
bi
∂
∂qi2
1
P(q1)P(q2)
〈
ζq1ζq2O({ka})
〉
= − lim
q2→0
bi
∂
∂qi2
1
P(q2)
(
3(N + 1) + qi2
∂
∂qi2
+
N∑
a=1
kia
∂
∂kia
)〈
ζq2O({ka})
〉
= − lim
q2→0
(
ns + q
i
2
∂
∂qi2
+ 3N +
N∑
a=1
kia
∂
∂kia
)
bi
∂
∂qi2
1
P(q2)
〈
ζq2O({ka})
〉
=
1
2
M
(b)
i`0`1
(
ns +
N∑
a=1
∂
∂kja
kja
)(
N∑
b=1
∂2
∂kb`0∂k
b
`1
kib
)
〈O({ka})〉
(5.2)
which agrees with (4.17) in the same limit.
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Two gradient modes. Consider a 4-point function with two soft gradient modes. Our
relation (4.22) relates a combination of this and a single-soft 3-point function to the power
spectrum of the short modes on the r.h.s. However, if there are cubic and quartic interactions
which are not related by symmetries to the quadratic part of the Lagrangian for ζ, the r.h.s.
of (4.22) cannot possibly know about them. Hence the contribution of these interactions
to the l.h.s. must cancel within themselves. The effective field theory of inflation [20] is
well-suited to identify the connections among different operators because it is formulated
in terms of building blocks which are each manifestly invariant under the symmetries. For
instance, there exist an operator (1 + g00)3 which starts cubic in perturbations and therefore
it is unrelated to the quadratic action:
L3 = 1
8
M4(1 + g00)3 = M4
(
−p˙i3 − 3
2
p˙i4 +
3
2
p˙i2(∂pi)2 + · · ·
)
(5.3)
where M is some mass-scale, whose value doesn’t concern us, dots correspond to slow-roll
suppressed or higher order interactions, and pi is implicitly given in terms of ζ by
ζ = −Hpi +Hp˙ipi + 1
2
H˙pi2 + · · · (5.4)
with dots representing the higher derivative or higher order terms. Substituting in (5.3)
produces several interaction terms for ζ, however at lowest order in slow-roll parameter only
the first and the last terms on the r.h.s. of (5.3) with the replacement pi → −ζ/H contribute
to (4.22). All other quartic terms which are not slow-roll suppressed contain at least three
ζ’s with time derivative acting on them; since ζ˙q→0(η) ∝ q2ζq→0(η) they do not contribute
to the relevant piece of the 4-point function which is linear in both q1 and q2 after division
by P(q1)P(q2). So we easily get
1
P(q1)P(q2)
〈
ζq1ζq2ζk1ζk2
〉′
=− 3M
4
H4
P2(k1) q1 · q2k1 + · · ·
1
P(q) 〈ζqζk1ζk2〉
′ =− 3M
4
H4
P2(k1) q2k1 + · · ·
(5.5)
The two contributions to (4.22) cancel one another.
6 Conclusions
An infinite group of large (non-vanishing at infinity) spatial diffeomorphisms are sponta-
neously broken on FRW background. They can be extended to construct an infinite set
of adiabatic modes. There are consistency conditions on cosmological correlation functions
that contain these adiabatic modes. Using background wave method, we rederived single-soft
identities which relate correlation functions with one soft mode and several hard modes to
correlation functions of hard modes. Then we generalized the derivation to find double-soft
identities. Three explicit examples with superposition of dilatation and special conformal
transformation were discussed and some checks were provided. The derivation based on
symmetries of 1PI generating function (appendix C) makes the connection between the com-
mutator algebra of currents and double soft limits more transparent.
Finally, the consistency conditions were derived using the fact that the long wavelength
adiabatic modes are locally indistinguishable from a coordinate transformation and hence
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have no effect on local physics. This translates into relations among correlation functions of
short and long wavelength modes. Local measurements by short distance observers cannot
possibly test these relations (a point that has been emphasized in [21, 22]). However, in
cosmology we are often “meta observers”, namely, we see modes with a large range of wave-
lengths projected on the sky. Taking into account the propagation of light from the sources
to the observer, the consistency conditions translate into precise relations among observables
such as CMB bispectrum and trispectrum in the squeezed (or double squeezed) limit and the
Power spectrum [11, 23]. They can be checked and if violated it would rule out single field
inflationary models.
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A The time-dependence of adiabatic modes
In this appendix we derive the time-dependence of adiabatic modes at linear order. As we
will see in the comoving gauge one eventually needs to solve the dynamical equations, so
Weinberg’s trick is not very powerful in finding full solutions anymore. Its real power is to
give an existence proof as argued in section 2.1. Let us follow the original reasoning. The
global coordinate transformation non-linearly shifts the metric fluctuations according to
δζ =
1
3
∂iξ
i, δNi =
1
a2
ξ˙i, δN = 0, (A.1)
where Ni ≡ a−2N i. There is also a tensor component (2.8). To ensure that this can be
extended to a finite momentum q mode, we should inspect the linearized constraint equations
where there can be overall spatial derivatives. This fixes the time-dependence of ξi. The
constraints are (N1 = N − 1)
2∂i(HN1 − ζ˙) + 1
2
(∂idjNj −∇2Ni) = H˙ui, (A.2)
∂i(∂iζ +HNi) + 3a
2H(HN1 − ζ˙) = δρ, (A.3)
where δρ = −a2H˙N1/c2s and ui = ∂iφ/φ˙ = 0 in this gauge. Decomposing the shift into
transverse and longitudinal parts Ni = ∂iψ +N
T
i , one finds
N1 =
ζ˙
H
, NTi = 0, ψ = −
ζ
H
+
a2
c2s
1
∇2 ζ˙, (A.4)
where  = −H˙/H2. Now we require the metric perturbations in (A.1) comply with these
solutions up to terms which vanish in the limit of infinite wavelength q → 0. δN = 0 implies
that δζ˙ = 0, which fixes the time-dependence of the longitudinal part of ∂iξj ≡ δjk∂iξk up to
corrections that vanish in the q → 0 limit:
∂iξ˙
i = O(q2). (A.5)
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The time dependence of the transverse part is determined by comparison with the solution
for Ni in (A.4). However, because of the 1/∇2 factor we in fact need to know the q2 piece of
δζ˙, which requires inspecting the dynamical equation for ζ:
∂t
(

c2s
a3ζ˙
)
= a∇2ζ. (A.6)
Since ζ is constant to leading order, we get
ζ˙ ' c
2
s
a3
∇2ζ
∫ t
T
adt, (A.7)
for some integration constant T . Substituting back in (A.4) and integrating by parts gives
ψ = −ζ
a
∫ t
a1dt1 +
C2
a
, (A.8)
where C2 accounts for the lower limit T of the integration and corresponds to a decaying
mode. (Note that C2 is not related to the parameter of any global transformation, and hence
there is no decaying adiabatic mode in this gauge.) Now we can compare this with (A.1):
a2ξ˙i = ∂iψ = − 1
3a
∂i∂jξ
j
∫ t
a1dt1, (A.9)
where we have discarded the decaying mode. Decomposing ξi = ξ¯i + ξiT with ∂iξ
i
T = 0, as
in [4], and noting from (A.5) that ∂iξ¯
i is time-independent at leading order gives
ξiT = −
1
3
∂i∂j ξ¯
j
∫ t dt1
a31
∫ t1
a2dt2. (A.10)
Since the transversality condition must be satisfied at all times, ξ¯i separately satisfies it, i.e.
∂i∂j ξ¯
j = −3∇2ξ¯i, and we finally get
ξi(t) =
(
1 +
∫ t dt1
a31
∫ t1
a2dt2 ∇2
)
ξ¯i, (A.11)
which differs from the result of [4].8
The validity of the above calculation can be checked by shifting t → t + ψ, which
transforms the metric to the Newtonian gauge with
Φ = ψ˙ = ζ
(
H
a
∫ t
a1dt1 − 1
)
− HC2
a
Ψ = −Hψ − ζ = Φ.
(A.12)
This conforms with the Newtonian gauge constraint.
8Note that there is a typo in [4]: a factor of a−2 is missing in their time-integral. However the conceptual
difference is that there the O(q2) term in ζ˙ is neglected, while as we saw it contributes to the time-dependence
because of the non-locality of the solution for Ni.
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B Including tensor modes
Suppose a spatial diffeomorphism ξ is applied to the metric (2.7) in the presence of tensor
modes:
e2ζ(x)+2δζ(x)eγ(x)+δγ(x) = e2ζ(x+ξ)(1 +∇ξ)eγ(x+ξ)(1 +∇ξ)T . (B.1)
At first order in ξ and zeroth order in γ, requirement of transversality of δγ constrains ξ:
∇ · δγ(1) = ∇ · (∇ξ)γ = 0, (B.2)
where the subscript (· · · )γ was defined in section 4.1. This is the transversality condition (2.9)
whose solutions can be classified in a Taylor expansion ξn. However, there are corrections
involving γ to δγ and to preserve its transversality one needs to add corrections ξ(γ
n) order by
order in γ [4]. Neglecting higher order, slow-roll suppressed corrections this can be truncated
at linear order:
δγ(γ
1) = (∇ξ(γ1))γ + (∇ξγ)γ + (ξ · ∇)γ − 2
3
(∇ξ)ζγ, (B.3)
where here and in the following ξ denotes ξ(γ
0). This will be transverse if
∇ · (∇ξ(γ1))γ = ∇ · [2(∇ξ)ζγ − (∇ξγ)γ − (ξ · ∇)γ], (B.4)
whose solution was found in [4] for any ξn. This fixes δγ
(γ1) and the linear piece of δζ(γ
1):
δζ(γ
1) = (∇ξ(γ1))ζ + (∇ξγ)ζ , (B.5)
which in turn fix the additional terms of DαβR operator compared to (3.16). All higher order
corrections ξ(γ
n) satisfy an analogous equation to (B.4) with the r.h.s. depending only on the
lower order corrections, and can be solved for recursively.
The same procedure can in principle be carried out at higher orders in ξ. For instance
at second order we write ξ = ξ(1) + ξ(2) where ξ(2) is of second order in ξ(1). As explained in
section 4.1 to zeroth order in γ the transversality of δγ(2) in (4.8) fixes ξ(2) up to the freedom
of adding first order adiabatic modes. The difference among various choices cancel from the
two sides of double-soft identities. Once ξ(2) is chosen we should proceed to determine ξ(2)(γ
1)
to have a consistent truncation of identities for non-scalar hard modes such as ζ and γ. Again
requiring ∇ · δγ(2)(γ1) = 0 leads to the analog of (B.4) for ξ(2)(γ1) with the r.h.s. depending
on the known ξ(1), ξ(1)(γ
1), and ξ(2).
One way to solve for the second order corrections is by applying two subsequent first
order ones as will be discussed in appendix C.2. However, as will become clear this requires
solving for ξ(1)(γ
2) and taking into account (ξ(1)(γ
1) · ∇)ϕα, both of which introduce second
order corrections to the transformation δmϕ
α which we denote by DαβσR,m:
δmϕ
α
k ⊃
1
2
∫
p1,p2
Dβσ1σ2R,m (p1,p2)ϕσ1p1ϕσ2p2
δ
δϕβp1+p2+q
ϕαk. (B.6)
C Soft identities from 1PI generating function
In this section we give another derivation of the soft identities following the approach of [12].
The identities are reduced to symmetry statements about the 1PI generating function, im-
plying that apart from non-linear tensor corrections they are valid beyond tree-level.
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We start by defining a generating function for equal-time in-in correlators by integrating
over all fields on a single time-slice in the presence of a source J :
Z[φbg, J, t] =
∫
Dφ eS[φbg,φ,t]+
∫
Jαφα (C.1)
where α in φα runs over all of the fields we are interested in calculating their correlation
functions, the integral
∫
Jαφ
α is over the time-slice t, and eS(t) = |Ψ(t)|2 is the probability
distribution given by the norm-square of the wavefunction at time t. The difference with
the standard 4d generating function for time-ordered correlators is that the wavefunction
(unlike the action) is labeled by a background φbg and the asymptotic value of the field or
the zero-mode φk=0 must coincide with it [12]. Hence, we do not introduce a source for
the zero-mode, Jα(k = 0) = 0, nor do we integrate over it. The correlation functions are
obtained by taking derivatives of Z with respect to J at J = 0:〈
φα1k1 · · ·φ
αN
kN
〉
= Z−1[J ]
δN
δJα1,k1 · · · δJαN ,kN
Z[J ]
∣∣∣∣
J=0
. (C.2)
(To avoid clutter we often drop the arguments and indices when there is no ambiguity.) One
can also define the generating function of connected correlators W [φbg, J, t] = lnZ[φbg, J, t]
and its Legendre transform, the One-Particle Irreducible (1PI) generating function,
Γ[φbg, φ¯, t] = W [φbg, J, t]−
∫
Jαφ¯
α, (C.3)
where the classical field φ¯α is defined as
φ¯α = 〈φα〉J =
δW
δJα
. (C.4)
Derivatives of Γ with respect to φ¯ at φ¯ = 0 gives 1PI vertices. Using tree diagrams made of
these vertices the connected correlators can be constructed. In particular, when a diagonal
basis is chosen in the field space,
Γ2[(α1,k1), (α2,k2)] ≡ δ
2
δφα1k1δφ
α2
k2
Γ
∣∣∣∣∣
φ¯=0
= − δ
α1α2
Pα1(k1)(2pi)
3δ3(k1 + k2) (C.5)
and
Γ3[{(αi,ki)}] =
(
3∏
i=1
1
Pαi(ki)
)
G3[{(αi,ki)}], (C.6)
where GN denotes the N
th order connected correlator δNW [J ]/δJN
∣∣
J=0
. For a given φ¯α
equation (C.1) can be written in terms of Γ
eΓ[φbg,φ¯]+
∫
Jαφ¯α =
∫
Dϕ eS[φbg,φ]+
∫
Jαφα (C.7)
where we have decomposed φα = φ¯α + ϕα and the source is now a function of φ¯α fixed by
Jα = −δΓ/δφ¯α. (That is, it has the right value to ensure 〈ϕα〉J = 0.)
The symmetries of the wavefunction (or S) map into symmetries of Γ. For linear
symmetries the map is identity as we will show next. Suppose
S[φbg, φ] = S[φ′bg, φ′] with φ′α = Bαβφβ, (C.8)
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where Bαβ is a constant matrix. The linear symmetries transform φ¯ and ϕ in a similar way.
Using (C.8) in the r.h.s. of (C.7) gives, up to an unimportant normalization constant,
eΓ[φbg,φ¯]+
∫
Jαφ¯α =
∫
Dϕ′eS[φ
′
bg,φ
′]+
∫
Jαφα =
∫
Dϕ′eS[φ
′
bg,φ
′]+
∫
J ′αφ′
α
= eΓ[φ
′
bg,φ¯
′]+
∫
J ′αφ¯′
α
(C.9)
where in the second equality we defined J ′α = B−1
β
αJβ, and used the fact that it has the right
value to ensure 〈ϕ′α〉 = Bαβ
〈
ϕβ
〉
= 0 to derive the final expression. Recalling the definitions
of J ′α and φ¯′
α
we conclude
Γ[φbg, φ¯] = Γ[φ
′
bg, φ¯
′], with φ¯′α = Bαβφ
β. (C.10)
Note that the linearity of the transformation in φα was necessary to derive this relation.
However, no assumption had to be made about the transformation of φbg, and more impor-
tantly for the purpose of deriving double-soft identities, the transformation does not have to
be infinitesimal.
C.1 Single-soft identities
Now consider the linear symmetry transformations of section 3.3. They are of the form
δnϕ
α
k = DαL,n(2pi)3δ3(k) +DαβR,nϕβk. (C.11)
The first term shifts the zero-mode, which we identified with the background, and is the
characteristic of spontaneously broken global symmetries. All other modes transform linearly.
Therefore the 1PI generating function should also respect this symmetry. Expanding in
powers of the classical field,
Γ[φ¯] =
∑
N
1
N !
∫
{ka}
ΓN [{(αa,ka)}] ϕ¯α1k1 · · · ϕ¯
αN
kN
, (C.12)
and requiring Γ to be invariant for all localized configurations of ϕ¯ (and assuming the conti-
nuity of the q → 0 limit, discussed in [25]) leads to
lim
q→0
D˜αL,n(q)ΓN+1 [(α, q), {(αa,ka)}] +
∑
b
D˜βαbR,n(kb)ΓN [{(αa,ka)}αb→β] = 0, (C.13)
for all N ≥ 2, where D˜ is defined via partial integration of D: ∫q Aα(DαβR Bβ) ≡ ∫q(D˜αβAα)Bβ
and similarly for D˜αL.9
In reality when the tensor modes are included all but the dilatation symmetry transfor-
mation will receive non-linear corrections in γij and the corresponding Ward identities would
be modified. Moreover, the symmetries of Γ and S will not be identical. However, these
correction and differences are expected to be suppressed by factors of .
9Naively, the transformation results also in terms of the form
∫
q1
D˜LΓ2[q, q1]ϕq1 , which only contain the
zero-mode since Γ2[q, q1] ∝ δ3(q + q1). This reflects the fact that the transformation takes us from one
vacuum to another vacuum with a different background. Given the degeneracy of these vacua, identifying the
background and the zero-mode would eliminate such terms: limq→0 Γ2[q, q1] = 0.
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C.2 Double-soft identities
Double-soft identities follow from the requirement that the wavefunction be invariant under
a second order spontaneously broken symmetry transformation. One way to find this second
order transformation is to start from a superposition of two first order ones (say δn and δm
in (C.11)) and, as outlined in section 4.1, solve for the second order diffeomorphism ξ(2) and
the resulting background field δϕ(2) which preserve the transversality condition. Another
way is to apply two infinitesimal transformations one after another:
Ψ[ϕα + δnϕ
α + δmϕ
α + δnδmϕ
α] = Ψ[ϕα] (C.14)
where
δnδmϕ
α
k = lim
q1,q2→0
(
Dβ1L,n
δ
δϕβ1q1
+
∫
p
Dβ1σR,nϕσp
δ
δϕβ1p+q1
)
·
(
Dβ2L,m
δ
δϕβ2q2
+
∫
p′
Dβ2σ′R,mϕσ
′
p′
δ
δϕβ2p′+q2
+
1
2
∫
p1,p2
Dβ2σ1σ2R,m (p1,p2)ϕσ1p1ϕσ2p2
δ
δϕβ2p1+p2+q
)
ϕαk
(C.15)
and keep only the linear transformation of ϕαk 6=0 plus the shift of the background. The
1PI generating function will therefore be invariant under the same transformation. After
integration by parts we get for the vertices
lim
q1,q2→0
D˜β1L,n(q1)D˜β2L,m(q2)ΓN+2 [(β1, q1), (β2, q2), {(αa,ka)}]
+D˜β1L,n(q1)D˜β2β1R,m (q1)ΓN+1[(β2, q1 + q2), {(αa,ka)}]
+
∑
b
D˜βαbR,n(kb)D˜β2L,m(q2)ΓN+1[(β2, q2), {(αa,ka)}αb→β]
+
∑
b
D˜βαbR,m(kb)D˜β1L,n(q1)ΓN+1[(β1, q1), {(αa,ka)}αb→β]
+
∑
b
D˜β1L,n(q1)D˜β2β1αbR,m (q1,kb)ΓN [{(αa,ka)} αb→β2
kb→kb+q1
]
+
∑
b1,b2
D˜β1αb1R,n (kb1)D˜
β2αb2
R,m (kb2)ΓN [{(αa,ka)}αbi→βi ]
 = 0 .
(C.16)
Now we can use the single soft identity in the third and fourth terms, to arrive at
lim
q1,q2→0
D˜β1L,n(q1)D˜β2L,m(q2)ΓN+2 [(β1, q1), (β2, q2), {(αa,ka)}]
+ lim
q→0
D˜βL,[n,m](q)ΓN+1 [(β, q), {(αa,ka)}]
=
∑
b1,b2
D˜β1αb1R,m (kb1)D˜
β2αb2
R,n (kb2)ΓN [{(αa,ka)}αbi→βi ]
−
∑
b
D˜βαbR,[n,m](kb)ΓN [{(αa,ka)}αb→β]
(C.17)
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where
D˜βL,[n,m](q) ≡ D˜β1L,n(q)D˜ββ1R,m(q) (C.18)
and
D˜αβR,[n,m](k) ≡ D˜β1L,n(q)D˜ββ1αR,m (q,kb). (C.19)
If D˜αL,n is non-zero only for α = ζ, as in the case of dilatation and special conformal transfor-
mation, the above formulae simplify and we recover the results of section 4.2. Since D˜γζR = 0
the tensorial corrections drop out of (C.18) and using the fact that limq→0 D˜ζζR (q) = 0, which
can be seen from (3.16), D˜L,[n,m] reduces to the commutator [D˜L,n, D˜R,m]:
D˜ijL,[n,m](k) =
(i)n+m
(n− 1)!(m+ 1)!Mij``2···`nM`r0···rm
∂n−1
∂k`2 · · · ∂k`n
∂m+1
∂kr0 · · · ∂krm
. (C.20)
Moreover, as long as we are interested in correlation functions of scalars (C.19) vanishes
because DαζζR = 0.
In the general case the tensorial corrections are important and since D˜αβR (k) and
D˜αβσR (k1,k2) depend, respectively, on kˆ and kˆ1,2, (C.18), (C.19) depend on how the limit
q → 0 is taken. This is expected to correspond to the same freedom of adding first order
adiabatic modes that was mentioned before, and hence should be canceled from two sides of
the identities.
C.3 Connected Green’s functions
Connected Green’s functions can be calculated by summing over all tree-level diagrams made
of 1PI vertices connected with the two-point correlation functions
Pαβ(q,k) = δαβPα(q)(2pi)3δ3(q + k). (C.21)
(Since we are describing perturbative expansion of a normal path integral (C.1), the dia-
grammatic rules are the same as conventional QFTs.) Let us first derive single-soft identities
for connected correlators using those of the 1PI vertices. Diagrammatically an N + 1-point
correlation function GN+1 can be obtained by summing over all possible ways of attaching
one extra line to diagrams that contribute to GN . Let this extra line be a soft one and
suppose it is attached to a vertex ΓM (figure 5a shows an example for M = 4):∫
{pa},{qa}
P ββ1(q, q1)ΓM+1[(β1, q1), {(σa,pa)}]P σ1α1(p1,k1) · · · (C.22)
where the integration is over all pa’s and qa’s, and we have singled out one of the hard
(possibly internal) legs and dots represent other parts of the diagram. Applying DαL,n(q) 1Pα(q)
to this expression, integrating DL by parts, and using the 1PI identity gives
−
∫
{p}
∑
b
D˜βσbR,n(pb)ΓM [{(σa,pa)}σb→β]P σ1α1(p1,k1) · · · (C.23)
Next suppose the soft line is attached to a line ending at ΓM (see figure 5b):∫
{pa},{qa}
P ββ1(q, q1)P
α1,β2(k1, q2)P
σ1β3(p1, q3)Γ3[{(βi, qi)}]ΓM [{(σa,pa)}] · · · (C.24)
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~q
Γ5
(a)
~q
Γ4Γ3
(b)
Figure 5. There are two ways of adding a single soft line q: to vertices, and to propagators.
Applying DαL(q) 1Pα(q) and using 1PI identity for Γ3 generates two terms:
− D˜ββ2R,n(q2)Γ2[(β, q2), (β3, q3)]− D˜ββ3R,n(q3)Γ2[(β2, q2), (β, q3)] . (C.25)
Using
Γ2[(α, q), (β,k)] = − δ
αβ
Pα(q)(2pi)
3δ3(q + k) (C.26)
and integrating by parts, one of the two terms cancels the b = 1 term in the sum in (C.23).
The other one is ∫
{pa}
Dα1αR,n (k1)Pασ1(k1,p1)ΓM [{(σa,pa)}] · · · (C.27)
If k1 is an internal momentum this term cancels with a similar term coming from the attach-
ment of the soft line to the vertex at the other end of this line, but if it is an external line
this term survives. Summing over all attachments, therefore, leads to
lim
q→0
DβL,n(q)
1
Pβ(q)GN+1[(β, q), {(αa,ka)}] =
∑
b
DαbβR,n(kb)GN [{(αa,ka)}αa→β], (C.28)
in agreement with the result of section 3.3.
Similarly, summing all possible ways of attaching two soft lines to diagrams contributing
to GN , and using single and double soft 1PI identities yield the double-soft relation for
connected correlators:
lim
q1,q2→0
Dβ1L,n(q1)Dβ2L,m(q2)
1
Pβ1 (q1)Pβ2 (q2)
(
GN+2 [(β1, q1), (β2, q2), {(αa,ka)}]
− 1
Pβ3 (q3)
G′3[{(βi, qi)}]GN+1[(β3,−q3), {(αa,ka)}]
)
+ lim
q→0
DβL,[n,m](q)
1
Pβ(q)GN+1 [(β, q), {(αa,ka)}]
=
∑
b1,b2
Dαb1β1R,m (kb1)D
β2αb2
R,n (kb2)GN [{(αa,ka)}αbi→βi ]
+
∑
b
DαbβR,[n,m](kb)GN [{(αa,ka)}αb→β]
(C.29)
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~q1 ~q2
Γ6
(a)
~q2~q1
Γ5Γ3
(b)
~q2
~q1
Γ5
Γ3
(c)
Γ4
~q1
Γ3
~q2
Γ3
(d)
~q1
~q2
Γ4Γ4
(e)
~q2~q1
Γ4Γ3
Γ3
(f)
Figure 6. Various ways of attaching two soft lines to a connected diagram.
where q3 = −q1 − q2, DαbβR,[n,m] = ˜˜DαbβR,[n,m], and DβL,[n,m] ≡ ˜˜DβL,[n,m] which in the absence of
tensorial corrections to DR reduces to the commutator (C.20). Note that the two soft lines
can simultaneously be attached a single vertex (as in figure 6a) or at the same point on a line
(figure 6e). Moreover they can merge into a single soft line and then connect to the diagram
(as in figures 6c and 6f), which is responsible for the second term on the l.h.s. of (C.29).
Unlike the 1PI vertex ΓN+2 with two soft modes, the connected correlators GN+2 depend on
how the limit q, q′ → 0 is taken. It is shown in appendix D that primed correlation functions
satisfy the same identities except for the substitution
∑
aDζR,0 → −3 +
∑
aDζR,0 in the case
of dilatation.
C.4 Double-soft identities from a hierarchical limit
If one takes the limits q → 0 and q′ → 0 one after another, the double-soft identities must
follow from the single soft ones. Here we verify that. In this limit the GN+2 correlator goes to
lim
q1→0
lim
q2→0
Dβ1L,n(q1)Dβ2L,m(q2)
1
Pβ1 (q1)Pβ2 (q2)
GN+2 [(β1, q1), (β2, q2), {(αa,ka)}]
= lim
q1→0
Dβ1L,n(q1)
1
Pβ(q1)
{
Dβ1β2R,m (q1)GN+1 [(β2, q1), {(αa,ka)}]
+
1
2
∑
b
∫
p1,p2
δ(kb−p1−p2)Dαbσ1σ2R,m (p1,p2)GN+2
[
(β1, q1), (σ1,p1), (σ2,p2), {(αa,ka)}′b
]}
+
∑
b1,b2
Dαb1β1R,m (kb1)D
αb2β2
R,n (kb2)GN [{(αa,ka)}αbi→βi ], (C.30)
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where we abbreviated (2pi)3δ3(P ) → δ(P ), and {(αa,ka)}′b} means that the bth element of
the set is removed. The last term on the r.h.s. is already present in the double-soft relation.
The second term is dominated by a disconnected contribution where ϕβ1q1 is contracted with
one of the two ϕσipi . It yields∑
b
DβαbR,[n,m](kb)GN [{(αa,ka)}αb→β]. (C.31)
Now consider the same order of limits applied to
1
Pβ3(q3)G
′
3[{(βi, qi)}]GN+1[(β3,−q3), {(αa, qa)}]
=
∫
{pi}
P β1σ1(q1,p1)P
β2σ2(q2,p2)Γ3[{(βi,pi)}]GN+1[(σ3,p3), {(αa, qa)}] ,
(C.32)
where q3 = −q1 − q2 in the first line, but p3 is integrated over in the second line since Γ3
has the momentum delta function. (Note the difference in the relative sign of q3 and p3 on
two sides arises from defining ΓN for in-going and GN for out-going momenta.) After using
a single soft identity for Γ3 as in (C.25), partial integration, and using (C.26) we obtain
10
lim
q→0
DβL,n(q)
1
Pβ(q)
(
Dββ′R,m(q)GN+1[(β′, q), {(αa,ka)}]
+
∫
p1,p3
P βσ1(q,p1)D˜σσ1R,m(p1)Γ2[(σ,p1), (β3,p3)]GN+1[(σ3,p3), {(αa,ka)}]
)
.
(C.33)
Subtracting this from (C.30) cancels the first term on the second line and gives∑
b1,b2
Dαb1β1R,m (kb1)D
αb2β2
R,n (kb2)GN [{(αa,ka)}αbi→βi ]
+
∑
b
DβαbR,[n,m](kb)GN [{(αa,ka)}αb→β]
− lim
q→0
DβL,[n,m](q)
1
Pβ(q)GN+1[(β, q), {(αa,ka)}].
(C.34)
This agrees with our double-soft formula.
D Momentum delta functions
Here we review and generalized the argument of [4] to show that double soft consistency
conditions are satisfied by primed correlators with the following modification of dilatation
operator:
DdR =
∑
a
∂
∂kia
kia → −3 +
∑
a
∂
∂kia
kia. (D.1)
For simplicity tensors will be ignored. Let us first review the single-soft case where the
connected correlators satisfy:
lim
q→0
DL,n 〈ζqO〉 = DR,n 〈O〉 , (D.2)
10Note that D˜LΓN does not contain the second order corrections D˜αβσR when N = 3.
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with
DL,n = (−i)
n
3n!
Mi`0···`nδ
i`0 ∂
n
∂q`1 · · · ∂q`n
DR,n = − (−i)
n
(n+ 1)!
Mi`0···`n
∑
a
∂n+1
∂k`0a · · · ∂k`na
kia,
(D.3)
where the sum is over hard momenta ka. We write 〈O〉 = 〈O〉′ δ3(P ) where P is the sum
of all momenta and consider terms in (D.2) with different numbers of derivatives acting on
δ3(P ). First consider the case where n derivatives act on δ(P ). On the left we have (note
that ∂x1δ(x1 + x2) = ∂Xδ(X) where X = x1 + x2):
DL,n 〈ζqO〉 ⊃ (−i)
n
3n!
Mi`0···`nδ
i`0 〈O〉′ ∂
n
∂P `1 · · · ∂P `n δ
3(P ) (D.4)
while on the right
DR,n 〈O〉 ⊃ − (−i)
n
(n+ 1)!
Mi`0···`n
[
(n+ 1)
∑
a
∂
∂k`0a
kia 〈O〉′
∂n
∂P `1 · · · ∂P `n + 〈O〉
′
P i
∂n+1
∂P `0 · · · ∂P `n
]
δ3(P ),
(D.5)
where we used the symmetry of Mi`0···`n in its last n+ 1 indices. Using the identity:
P i
∂n+1
∂P `0 · · · ∂P `n δ
3(P ) = −
n∑
j=0
δi`j
∂n
∂P `0 · · · ∂P `j−1∂P `j+1 · · · ∂P `n δ
3(P ) (D.6)
this expression can be transformed into
− (−i)
n
n!
Mi`0···`n
[
−δi`0 +
∑
a
∂
∂k`0a
kia 〈O〉′
]
∂n
∂P `1 · · · ∂P `n δ
3(P ), (D.7)
which when compared to (D.4) gives the n = 0 consistency condition for primed correlators.11
Only the trace part corresponding to dilatation is modified compared to the unprimed con-
sistency conditions.
The higher order consistency conditions can be shown to remain the same for primed
correlators by using strong induction. For any n the relation (D.2) can be written as a sum
of n + 1 expressions with the number of derivative on δ3(P ) ranging from 0 to n. The last
expression is what we just discussed and serves as the basis of induction while the other
terms with n−m < n derivatives acting on δ3(P ) are proportional to mth order consistency
condition (D.2) but acting on primed correlators: on the left we have
DL,n 〈ζqO〉 ⊃ (−i)
n
3n!
Mi`0···`nδ
i`0
(
n
m
)
∂n
∂q`1 · · · ∂q`m 〈O〉
′ ∂n−m
∂P `m+1 · · · ∂P `n δ
3(P ) (D.10)
11Note that the matrix
Ni`0···`m = Mi`0···`m`m+1···`nA`m+1···`n , (D.8)
with arbitrary A, is a valid symmetry generator, i.e. it has the right symmetry in its last m + 1 indices and
satisfies the trace condition
Ni```2···`m = −
1
3
N`i``2···`n . (D.9)
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and on the right
DR,n 〈O〉 ⊃ − (−i)
n
(n+ 1)!
Mi`0···`n
(
n+ 1
m+ 1
)∑
a
∂m+1
∂k`0a · · · ∂k`ma
kia 〈O〉′
∂n−m
∂P `m+1 · · · ∂P `n δ
3(P ).
(D.11)
Using (
n+ 1
m+ 1
)
=
n+ 1
m+ 1
(
n
m
)
(D.12)
the two expressions would cancel from the two sides by the mth consistency condition. If
all m < n consistency conditions are satisfied for primed correlators then the nth order one
must also be satisfied.
A similar argument can be applied to the double-soft identities:
lim
q,q′→0
DL,m(q)DL,n(q′) 1P(q)P(q′)
[〈
ζqζq′O
〉− 1P(|q + q′|) 〈ζqζq′ζ−q−q′〉′ 〈ζq+q′O〉
]
+ lim
q→0
DL,[m,n](q)
1
P (q)
〈ζqO〉 =
∑
a,b
DR,n(qa)DR,m(qb) 〈O〉 .
(D.13)
The explicit expression for D
[m,n]
L is given by
DL,[m,n] =
(−i)n+m
3(m− 1)!(n+ 1)!Mi`0···`nMjr0···rmδ
jr0δir1
∂n+1
∂q`0 · · · ∂q`n
∂m−1
∂qr2 · · · ∂qrm . (D.14)
Consider again the term with the most number of derivatives acting on δ3(P ). The terms
with correlators of two soft modes become
(−i)n+m
9n!m!
Mi`0···`nMjr0···rmδ
i`0δjr0
1
P(q)P(q′)
(〈
ζqζ
′
qO
〉′− 1P(|q+q′|) 〈ζqζ ′qζ−q−q′〉′ 〈ζq+q′O〉′
)
· ∂
n
∂P `1 · · · ∂P `n
∂m
∂P r1 · · · ∂P rm δ
3(P ).
(D.15)
In the DL,[m,n] piece of (D.13), after applying all derivatives on the momentum delta function
we can apply an n = 0 single-soft identity to get
− (−i)
n+m
(m− 1)!(n+ 1)!Mi`0···`nMjr0···rmδ
ir1
(
−δjr0 +
∑
a
∂
∂kr0a
kja
)
〈O〉′ ∂
n+1
∂P `0 · · · ∂P `n
∂m−1
∂P r2 · · · ∂P rm δ
3(P ).
(D.16)
On the r.h.s. there are many terms which would eventually have n+m derivatives of δ3(P ):
(−i)n+m
(n+ 1)!(m+ 1)!
Mi`0···`nMjr0···rm[
〈O〉′
(
P iP j
∂n+1
∂P `0 · · · ∂q`n
∂m+1
∂qr0 · · · ∂qrm + (n+ 1)δ
j`0P i
∂n
∂P `1 · · · ∂q`n
∂m+1
∂qr0 · · · ∂qrm
)
+(m+ 1)
∑
a
∂
∂kr0a
kja 〈O〉′ P i
∂n+1
∂P `0 · · · ∂q`n
∂m
∂qr1 · · · ∂qrm
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+(n+1)
∑
a
∂
∂k`0a
kia〈O〉′
(
P j
∂n
∂P `1 · · · ∂q`n
∂m+1
∂qr0 · · · ∂qrm +nδj`1
∂n−1
∂P `2 · · · ∂q`n
∂m+1
∂qr0 · · · ∂qrm
)
+(m+ 1)(n+ 1)
∑
a
∂
∂k`0a
kia
∑
a
∂
∂kr0a
kja 〈O〉′
∂n
∂P `1 · · · ∂q`n
∂m
∂qr0 · · · ∂qrm
]
δ3(P ).
(D.17)
After some partial integrations this simplifies to
− (−i)
n+m
(m− 1)!(n+ 1)!Mi`0···`nMjr0···rmδ
ir1
(
−δjr0 +
∑
a
∂
∂kr0a
kja
)
〈O〉′ ∂
n+1
∂P `0 · · · ∂P `n
∂m−1
∂P r2 · · · ∂P rm δ
3(P )
+
(−i)n+m
m!n!
Mi`0···`nMjr0···rm
(
−δi`0 +
∑
a
∂
∂k`0a
kia
)(
−δjr0 +
∑
b
∂
∂kr0b
kjb
)
〈O〉′
· ∂
n
∂P `1 · · · ∂P `n
∂m
∂P r1 · · · ∂P rm δ
3(P ).
(D.18)
The first part of this expression cancels with (D.16) while the second part is proportional to
the n = m = 0 double-soft identity for primed correlators with the dilation operator modified
as usual. One can continue as before to show that all higher order identities hold for primed
correlators except for this modification of dilatation.
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